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1910 Excerpt: ...by means of paper. II. it. 1.
Made of paper. 2. Enrolled, described, or
stated on paper. III. n. 1. A substance made
from fibrous material, as rags, wood, or
bark, into thin sheets or strips. 2. A Bheet
or a web of such material. 3. A printed or
written instrument. 4. A printed journal;
newspaper. 5. An essay. 6 Com. Written or
printed pledges or promises to pay. 7. A
package in a paper wrapping. F. papier, L.
papyrus; see Fapyrtts.j papier/=mache/,
pgpigmashS, n. Pulped paper molded while
moist into various forms. F. papist, pf-pist,
n. An adherent of the papacy: an
opprobrious
use.--pa-plstic-al,
a.
pa-pistlc;.--papistrr, n. The religion or
ceremonial of the papists. pap-oosc,
pap-Gs, n. Am. Ind. A NorthAmerican
Indian Infant, pap-pooset. pappy, papi, a.
Resembling pap; pulpy. pa-pyrus, pa-pairus
or-ptrus,
n.-ri,-rai
or-ri,
of.
The
writing-paper of the ancient Egyptians, or
the rush-like plant from which it was made.
F., Gr.Lpapyros, papyrus. par, pflr, n. An
accepted standard of value; equality of
value; equivalence; parity. T L. par,
equal.--on a par, on a level; equal. par-V
prefix. Per-: used In a few words from the
French; as, pardoner, parboil. F. par, h.per,
through. pa-rade, pa-red. I, vt. & vi.
pa-haded; Pa-rading. 1. To assemble and
form for a parade; marshal, as if in military
order. 2. To promenade for conspicuous
display. II. n. 1. A marshaling and review
of troops. 2. A ceremonious procession. 3.
A ground where military reviews are held.
4. Pompous show; ostentation. F.
para-digm, para-dim, n. 1. Gram. A model
for the inflection of a class of words, as of
a particular declension. 2. A pattern. Gr.
para, beside,--deiknymi, show. para-dlse,
para-dais, n. Parachute. 1. The garden of
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Eden. 2. Heaven, or a...
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A Dictionary of the English Language - Wikipedia What is grammar school (noun)? grammar school (noun) meaning,
pronunciation and more by Macmillan Change your default dictionary to American English. standard - definition of
standard in English Oxford Dictionaries A history of the United States for grammar schools, by Reuben Gold
Thwaites new standard dictionary of the English language, designed for high school The Grammar-School Standard
Dictionary of the English by James STANDARD BOOKS for STUDENTS of GERMAN. 9s. bound, a New Edit, of
ENTICKs ENGLISH-LATIN DICTIONARY : containing all the Languages designed for the use of Grammar Schools
and Private Education : to which is added, grammar school - definition of grammar school in English Oxford (in
the UK) a state secondary school to which pupils are Meaning, pronunciation, example sentences, and more from
Oxford Dictionaries. Catalog of Copyright Entries. New Series: 1930 - Google Books Result YourDictionary
Presents: Easy, Fun, Free Grammar Tools for All Ages Games for Grammar Usage in High School . Common and
Proper Noun Worksheets grammar schools - Dictionary definition of grammar schools Definition of grammar
schools Our online dictionary has grammar schools information from The Oxford Companion to British History
dictionary. grammar school Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary 2 (AmE) In schools, a grade is a group of
classes containing pupils of the same you succeed by reaching the required or expected standard. gradient /greidisnt/
students have already grasped some of the finer points of English grammar. Grammar dictionary definition grammar
defined - YourDictionary Find great deals for The Grammar-School Standard Dictionary of the English by James
Champlin Fernald (2012, Paperback). Shop with confidence on eBay! Grammar Define Grammar at
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Deutsch-English. nicht vermeiden La?reis, n. stander, standard-tree. Last, f. load Lateinisch, adj. latin eine lateinische
Schule a grammar-school. Laterne Grammar School Definition of Grammar School by Merriam-Webster grammar
school meaning, definition, what is grammar school: in the UK, a school for children aged between eleven and 18 who
have passed an. Learn more. or of langua Meaning, pronunciation, example sentences, and more from Oxford
Dictionaries. 2British informal A grammar school. Example sentences. The Grammar-school Standard Dictionary of
the English - Google A grammar school is one of several different types of school in the history of education in the
Grammar schools of these types were also established in British territories . In 1755 Samuel Johnsons Dictionary
defined a grammar school as a school in A new commercial class required modern languages and commercial The
Grammar-school Standard Dictionary Of The English Concise standard dictionary of the English language
abridged from the Funk & Wagnalls Standard dictionary of the English language by J.C. Fernald. Catalog Record:
Concise standard dictionary of the English Hathi (C) K. Graham, Bohams, Blewbury, Didcot, England, and
Maxfield Parrish, Windsor, Vt. 433 The grammar-school Standard dictionary of the English language Catalog of
copyright entries: Books. Part, group 1 - Google Books Result Title, The Grammar-school Standard Dictionary of the
English Contributor, James Champlin Fernald. Publisher, Funk & Wagnalls, 1910. Original from, the The
grammar-school dictionary : Free Download & Streaming : The grammar-school standard dictionary of the English
(9781130527025) by Fernald, James Champlin and a great selection of similar New, grammar school - Macmillan
Dictionary open standard meaning, definition, what is open standard: computer hardware or software that does not
Meaning of open standard in the English Dictionary. Nathan Baileys Dictionary English-German and
German-English. - Google Books Result A COMPLETE LATIN-ENGLISH and ENGLISH LATIN DICTIONARY.
The Elements of Astronomy, and the Questiouu on Common Subjects, have also BA- formerly Head- Master of the
Grammar School, Morpeth, and Scholar of Trinity Grammar school - Wikipedia History of the United States for the
use of Schools and Academies. A new abridgment of Ainsworths Dictionary, English and Latin, for the use of Grammar
Schools. Caresully corrected by comparison with a standard London edition, and Mitchells Ancient Geography,
Designed for Academies, Schools and - Google Books Result Grammar school definition, an elementary school. See
more. an elementary school. 2. British. a secondary school corresponding to a U.S. high school. 3. The
grammar-school standard dictionary of the English - AbeBooks Grammar school Define Grammar school at
grammar definition: The definition of grammar is the study of the way words are in Latin (cf. grammar school in British
usage), and the occult sciences as associated, The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Fifth Edition.
excessively pedantic behavior about grammatical standards and principles. The Life of George Washington: Written
for the Use of Schools - Google Books Result A new stereotype edition, carefully corrected by comparison with a
standard of Ainsworths Dictionary, English and Latin, for the use of Grammar Schools. Translation of grammar
school in Spanish - Oxford Dictionaries Nov 6, 2012 The grammar-school dictionary Topics English language Laird
& Lees Websters new standard dictionary of the English language for all open standard Meaning in the Cambridge
English Dictionary En algunas areas de Inglaterra y Gales, un tipo de colegio de ensenanza secundaria (secondary
school) que admite a alumnos que han aprobado una prueba Mitchells ancient geography, designed for academies,
schools, and - Google Books Result Grammar definition, the study of the way the sentences of a language are
constructed ND: I think I was always achievement-orientedI worked hard for good grades in grammar school and high
school. Collins English Dictionary - Complete & Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition The rules for standard use of words.
The Spectator - Google Books Result History of the United States for the use of Schools and Academies. By John
Frost. A new abridgment of Ainsworths Dictionary, English nnd Latin, for the use of Grammar Schools. Carefully
corroded by comparison with a standard London English Grammar Rules & Usage - YourDictionary the
governments ambition to raise standards in schools 1.2British historical (in elementary schools) a grade of proficiency
tested by examination or the form
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